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Let ai, b,, and c, be the usual intersection numbers of a distance-regular graph, 
Inequalities a t+,>a,(l-a,/b,) and a,>~~+~(l-a,+,/~,+,) are proved. % 1987 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. THEOREM 
In this note we shall prove the following result. 
THEOREM. Let G be a distance-regular graph with diameter d and 
intersection numbers ai, bi, ci. Then for every integer i with 0 < i < d, the 
following inequalities hold. 
0) ait bail - (aiibi)), 
(ii) ai>aj+l Cl- (aj+Ilci+I)). 
COROLLARY. For every integer i with 0 < i < d, the following hold. 
(i) ZfO<aa,<bj then a,+,>O. 
(ii) If O<ai+,<ci+, then a,>O. 
The Corollary is a direct consequence of the theorem. These results were 
obtained in the study of the intersection diagram that had been defined in 
[4]. Some other applications of the intersection diagram will be found in 
[2] and [S]. For precise descriptions about distance-regular graphs, see 
Cl1 or II31. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Let G be a distance-regular graph and let ~3 denote the usual metric on 6. 
For u E V, we define 
Ti(U) = {u E v: 8(x, u) = i}, ki= lTj(u)j, k = k, 
We fix two adjacent vertices u and v, and put 
Dj = T,(u) n Tj(v). 
Note that DJ = @ if /i - jl> 2. Moreover there is no edge between 0; and 
DT, if Ii - i’/ 3 2 or ij- jll > 2. For subsets X and Y in G, the number of 
edges between X and Y will be denoted by e(X, Y). 
Now we count the number of edges between Df and Di+ ‘. For x E Di, the 
number of edges connecting x and Df+l is at most aj. On the other hand, 
for y E Di”, we have 
e(y, DfuDj+‘)=a, and e(y, DiT:uDj+‘)=ai+,. 
So we get 
e( y, 0;) = ai - ai+ 1 +e(y, D~~:)>~,-cz~+~. 
Thus 
a,jDj(3e(D~,D;+‘)3(a,-~,+,)jDj+~l. 
Here we use 
]Dil = k,a,/k and /Dj+‘l =kjbi/k. 
Then we get 
and this implies (i) of the theorem. 
Similarly, (ii) of the theorem may be proved by counting the number of 
edges between Di$ and Dj+‘. 
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